Mr. Clark,

Please find enclosed a copy of my newsletter, Haywood County Toeprints. You are mentioned in context with your petition complaining about people displaying the confederate flag on county courthouse property. Upon closer examination of your petition, I spotted some irregularities which I hope you can clarify (re: copy of your petition is on page 4 of Toeprints).

Although I do not claim to be a handwriting expert, some obvious problems with the signatures on this petition simply jump out at you. There are three (3) sets of signatures in which a spouse appears to be signing for their other spouse. These are:

• The 6th and 7th signatures in the first column,
• The 5th and 6th signatures in the second column, and
• The 9th and 10th signatures in the second column.

Unless these spouses (whichever one signed your petition) have Power of Attorney to sign for their other spouse, I would view that as attempted forgery on a public document to inflate the number of signatures that you sent to influence public county officials. In order to clear this up, can you please send me copies of the Power of Attorney statements (all dated prior to August 10, 2012) for these three instances, and we can put this matter to bed.

Sincerely,

Monroe A. Miller Jr.


cc: Marty Stamey, via e-mail

bcc: